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Question 1         Mass Media, Library & Dictionary

A. Mass Media

1.          What media would be widely used in remote islands?

2.          What are the teo types of newspaper cartoons?

B. Library

1.          How are the fiction books arranged in a library?

2.          What information can you find in an Accession Register?

C. Dictionary

kick /kik/ v.
 1. to strike with the foot.
2. to show opposition.
3. to function with energy

1.          Write down the pronunciation of the headword.

2.          What does v symbolize?

3.          Write a sentence using the first meaning of the headword.

Question 2(i)         Sentence Completion

Complete the following sentences using five or more words.

1.        Even though I did not have enough money, 
_____________________________________.

2.          The two girls felt sad because 
_______________________________________________.

3.          My secret wish is 
_________________________________________________________. 

4.          ______________________________________________ despite being told not to do  
             so.
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       (ii)  Word Forms

Change the form of the words given in the brackets.

1.          “Do not take my warning _____________,” said the teacher. (light)

2.          After reaching an _____________, they shook hands. (agree)
3.          Semi ___________ a lot of snacks for the youth party. (buy)

4.          Tom is                    (fat) than Ken.

5.          ______________ is a virtue. (patient)

      (iii)   Parts of Speech

Identify the part of speech highlighted in the sentence below.

1.          He paid a high price for the item.

2.          The choir sang beautifully.

3.          Wellington is the capital of New Zealand.

4.          The teacher will be absent tomorrow.

5.          “Yay! I won the lottery!” Rita shouted.

Question 3         Rewriting

Rewrite the following sentences using the instructions given

1.         John was studying quietly all night. (Rewrite in past tense)

2.          Talei did not come to the party. Simon didn’t too. (Join using: Neither…nor)

3.          “I will come to school tomorrow,” Nancy told Grace. (Rewrite in reported speech)


